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On the one timeless business 

principle that can make (or 

break) your career 

 

          By Christian Nix 

 

One of the things that is so very appealing and empowering about deep understanding of the holistic 

system as a system is that you come in contact with a level of psychology and understanding of symbolism 

and the nature of myth and (to borrow Jung’s term) the archetypal purview of life in the daily world. 

Culturally bound symbols differ. For example, the Ba Gua (eight trigrams) of the I Ching means little to a 

woodsman of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula or a Nebraska corn farmer.  

Similarly, symbols change from epoch to epoch. It is the artist’s task to render the timeless truths of the 

human psyche in the symbols of his day and even to push on into new forms and symbols, into new 

spiritual realms of human imagination and potential. 

If there is one distinguishing psychological characteristic of our own current era, it is the conspicuous 

unease that pervades a society utterly free from its past and the time bound symbols that created it 

(religious fundamentalists excepted, though such a posture as fundamentalism is replete with its own 

damaging ills); 

And 

Yet so disconnected from the eternal psychological truths that have kept humanity in ascent throughout 

50 million plus years that it is – as Joseph Campbell put it – as if we are in a “free fall into the future.” 

To say that these eternal psychological truths are (or could be) lost would be an inaccurate and overly 

pessimistic judgment and would demonstrate a low-level understanding of both history and the 

ineluctable human condition. 

Yet I do wonder whether or not these essential truths will remerge in a timely fashion as our Hollywood 

trained minds would hope – just in the nick of time. 

For the practical purposes of offering something both valuable and useful in this post, I will limit myself 

to a clear exposition of  
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The #1 most eternal principle for creating lasting success in 

business. 

As ridiculously simple as this principle might seem, it is the consistent application of this truth that has 

allowed me to break through even the most seemingly insurmountable of circumstances – time and 

again. 

If you want massive success in your business, first offer value to those whose aid and collaboration you 

seek. 

This applies to patients as much as to mainstream physicians and hospital administrators. 

You want lots of patients to give you good money for your services? 

Give them what they want – and do it better and more completely than anyone else in your marketplace.  

Then throw in a few bonuses to make sure they understand just who is really the top provider. 

You want a hospital or physician-group administrator to include you within their fold and send you 

unmanageable amounts of referrals? 

Give them what they want first – i.e. a little clarity about what you do in the way that meets them where 

they are (without new-age nonsense thrown in) so they can get on board with your service and recognize 

your value. 

This principle of offering value first and of being a ‘go-giver’ flies in the face of most conventional 

thinking.  

In case you haven’t yet realized, most of what will bring you the success you seek will necessarily have to 

fly in the face of conventional thinking. 

In other words, if you are waiting for the state and national associations to get their act together, you are 

doomed to the same results everyone else in the herd is getting.  

Look around you. 

Do you like the results of the herd? 

I don’t. 

That is why I got very busy doing what others have admonished me for doing from the beginning of my 

career all the way to the present day . . . helping physicians and mainstream administrators understand 

what we do and why it is valuable to them. 
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Reach out and give others what they need in order to get what you want. 

Do not be fooled into thinking your peers will applaud your efforts. 

As the saying goes,  

“The highest treason a crab can commit is to make a leap for the rim of the bucket.” 

There will be no parade or holiday when you start succeeding on a scale your peers cannot fathom let 

alone emulate. 

But the reward of giving value first is no less spectacular – whatever envy and criticism it might bring. 

The most timeless truth in business is one that would never let you down and which there is 

compounding interest for your future efforts that you have not even conceived of yet. 

The late, great Zig Ziglar loved to teach this principle from the stage and I will end with his version. 

“You can have anything you want in this life if you will only help enough other people get 

what they want first.” 

Consider how different modern society is from the people’s who lived during the time we all so ardently 

studied. 

There is a profound difference between the modern notion of deserving (‘you deserve it because you are 

special’) and the ancient practice of sacrifice. 

Typically, what was sacrificed was an offering of an animal’s life to the gods although many people 

offered grains and even water. 

But for the most part, all ancient people performed a ritual slaughter of a sacrificial animal with 

reverence for their own survival and the in favor of their deity. 

Contrast such a psychological posture with today’s inglorious idea of entitlement.  

The modern notion is that ‘well, we have so much wealth and material comfort that, why try? Those 

wealthy people can certainly afford to give up some of what they have, so let’s just make laws that steal it 

from them.’ 

Ayn Rand’s Atlas Shrugged was a masterpiece of literature about why such policies can never work as 

they degrade and eventually abolish all impetus toward innovation and necessarily create disincentives 

to competition and discourage excellence thereby. 

I do not seek to explain or glorify the excess that a certain segment of the population has obtained 

regarding material wealth; but merely to acknowledge the fact that such inequity will always be present 

and the worst reaction is jealousy and the always disastrous attempt to legislate parity among people 

who are simply not equal – neither in talents, guts, vision or drive. 
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My point is that where the ancients understood this dynamic of ‘you have to give something if you expect 

to get something’; the modern idea is ‘buy on credit, enjoy it today and have no fear for when the bill 

comes due.’  

 Do not underappreciate this timeless business principle because your window for standing forth to offer 

value to the mainstream will not last indefinitely.  The next 2-5 years should pretty much be time enough 

for the new medical system to solidify.  

During that window you will have unprecedented opportunity to position yourself as a go-to authority 

within you area of expertise or geographic location simply because the mainstream needs you and your 

valuable service so very badly.  

Go give what you got to get what you want.  

 

 

 


